Partial shading of a PV installation has a disproportionate impact on its power production. This paper presents background and experimental results from a single string grid-tied PV system, operated under a variety of shading conditions. In this configuration a shadow can represent a reduction in power over 30 times its physical size. Results are presented relating size and positions of shading to power reduction of the PV system. A simulation method is also described that provides an accurate description of shade based on a single site survey. This process can provide the basis for an accurate simulation of power reduction in a partially shaded PV system.
INTRODUCTION
There is continued interest among photovoltaic installers, regulators and owners to obtain accurate information on photovoltaic (PV) systems operating under shaded or mismatched conditions. It is best to avoid shade where possible; while partially shaded installations can still produce useful power for a portion of the day, shading will generally result in a significant reduction in power. [1] This is particularly true for building-integrated PV which often requires the integration of modules with existing structures in sometimes crowded urban environments. [2] In the interest of expanding the number of PV installations worldwide and providing maximum benefit from these systems, it is useful to consider in more detail the power loss from partially shaded PV systems.
Regulatory agencies such as the California Energy Commission have a particular interest in obtaining information on shaded PV operation in order to accurately calculate rebate incentives for shaded systems. For incentive programs focused on installed capacity rather than actual kWh production, modeling the PV system and its access to the solar resource is required to obtain the expected performance of the system. Because shading of PV systems disproportionately reduces their power output, the rebate incentives need to be adjusted accordingly.
Prior experiments have been conducted investigating the effect of shade on various PV systems, many of which were cited in a comprehensive literature review by Woyte et al. [3] Other recent works include simulations of partially shaded PV cells [4, 5] , experimental results of different maximum power point tracking algorithms under shaded conditions [6] and the effect of shade on PV system performance [7, 8] .
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SHADED MODULES
Typically, a crystalline silicon module will contain bypass diodes to prevent damage from reverse bias on partially shaded cells. These diodes are placed across 12-18 cells in what will be termed a 'group' of cells here. (Fig. 1) The bypass diode across this group of cells will begin conducting before the power dissipated into the shaded cell is enough to evolve damaging temperatures. [9, 10] While the main purpose of a bypass diode is not necessarily to improve module performance under shaded conditions, this is a useful byproduct. The bypass diode allows current from non-shaded parts of the module to pass by the shaded part, and limits the effect of shading to only the neighboring group of cells protected by the same bypass diode. When a bypass diode begins conducting, the module voltage will drop by an amount corresponding to the sum of cell voltages protected by the bypass diode plus the diode forward voltage, but current from surrounding unshaded groups of cells continues around the group of shaded cells. The effect of shade on power output of typical PV installations is nonlinear in that a small amount of shade on a portion of the array can cause a large reduction in output power. For instance, completely shading one cell of an array will cause the bypass diode protecting that cell to begin conducting, reducing the power of the module by
shade is introduced onto several modules by applying opaque masking tape directly to the module. (Fig. 2) The 165W modules are series-connected to an SMA 1800U grid-tied inverter which provides peak power tracking for the entire 10-module string. Each PV module consists of 3 groups of 18 cells, and each group of cells is protected by a bypass diode. The particular modules used in this experiment were from a prior experiment, comprised of two sets of five matched modules, each with a different antireflective top coating. There are some differences in power production of the modules due to different top coatings, but the effect was found to be negligible except for very early or late in the day when the data will not be considered anyway. Half of the modules are chosen as candidates for shading. One cell per module is shaded with opaque masking tape in the amount of 10%,16%,20%,24%,31%,35% or 39% of a cell's area. Twenty-five different cells were shaded in total at each of these shading levels to provide a distribution of the shading effect. Relative power output of the shaded group of cells is determined by the shaded module's output voltage relative to an un-shaded control module. Data is only considered from sunny days within the 3-week data collection interval, while irradiance is greater than 400 W/m 2 • A comparison of the effect of various cell shading percentages is shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen in this figure, the relative power output of the shaded group of cells decreases significantly when 25-40% of a single cell is shaded. Any shading coverage greater than 40% of one cell results in the total reduction of that 18-cell string's power output. This huge power loss illustrates a worstcase scenario in the disproportionate reduction of power from a small shadow. Shading half of one cell negates all the power produced by the 18 cells in that bypass diode group. Therefore, the reduction in power from shading half of one cell is equivalent to removing a cell active area 36 times the shadow's actual size. characteristic [16] and as such are particularly susceptible to biasing to high negative voltages with small amounts of shade. If a Type A cell is shaded, it will dissipate more power within itself than a lower shunt resistance Type B cell would . A Type A cell will also bias to a greater negative voltage than a Type B cell for the same reverse current, and therefore has a lower shade tolerance before its group's bypass diode begins conducting .
A second contribution to the wide distribution of output power for cells shaded near 30% comes from differences in irradiance levels. Fig. 4 shows data for a variety of irradiance levels between 400 W/m 2 and 1100 W/m 2 .
When data is evaluated for different irradiance levels, it becomes clear that the same percentage of shade results in a greater shade impact factor at higher irradiance. This trend is shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 4 where Psys and Asys are the nominal system power and area, AShade is the shaded area, and Pshade is the power produced under shaded conditions . For the previously considered worst-case scenario of shade covering half of one cell, SIF = 36 because this size of shadow causes a power reduction 36x greater than the relative size of the shadow would suggest. In systems where individual cell bypass diodes are present or a shadow projects uniformly on all cells, SIF~1.
Very specific and distributed shading is required to achieve such a high multiplication in shading effect. The benefit of bypass diodes in shaded modules becomes clear when the cell becomes additionally shaded . Any further shading of the cell, or of any other cells in the same group yields no further reduction in module or system power. A useful measure of the relative impact of shading on a system is the Shade Impact Factor (SIF) [12] which is a relationship between the spatial extent of shade on a module or system, and its resulting power reduction . The shade impact factor can be represented by: Shaded impact on power output increases at higher irradiance as the system current increases.
All of the partially shaded cells yield similar power output at low irradiance. However, as irradiance and therefore the series string current is increased, power in the more highly shaded cells quickly drops. The power from a group of cells eventually reaches zero at high irradiance as the protecting bypass diode begins to conduct current. For the group of cells containing the 39% shaded cell, output power drops to zero at >500 W/m 2 irradiance. The same is true of the 30% shaded cell group at >800 W/m
•
For the 24% shaded cell group , the power never drops much even at high irradiance . The relative output power remains high for this partially shaded condition because the reverse bias power dissipated within the 24% shaded cell is not great enough to result in the bypass diode turning on. The voltage of the module does drop, meaning that the cell is reverse biased and dissipating power to some extent, just not enough to reduce the output power to zero . PV performance estimation becomes more accurate with the incorporation of data from a shading site survey. Present site survey devices provide information on the available solar resource based on the surrounding shade obstructions at the survey site. However, this calculation does not account for the partial shade conditions on different parts of the array. Following the method of Drif et al. [17] it is possible to take one site survey measurement and to predict what the shade extent would look like at any arbitrary point on the array. By calculating the spatial extent of the shadow on a PV array and using example Shade Impact Factor data from Fig. 7 , an accurate time-ofday shadow derating for the particular installation can be determined . Several site survey products are available that provide the azimuth angle and elevation angle from surrounding obstructions in graphical and tabular format. An example output taken from the Test #2 experiment setup is shown in Fig. 8 . If the i shade vertex azimuth and elevation points 1/J~b' (J~b are known along with the distance from the survey site to the ith shade obstruction r~b' Cartesian coordinates for the shade points can be determined : (X~b'Y~b,Z~b) via coordinate transform . Here positive x and yare taken to be east and north, respectively . The (0,0,0) origin coincides with where the site survey measurement was taken .
Expected Performance Based Incentive program. [12] It would appear that this value is consistent with shade of moderate extent (15%-50%) covering parts of one or more modules in the array.
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Test #2: Nearby shade obstructions A second type of shade was applied to the same array configuration . Two different opaque shading objects were placed near two of the modules in order to cast a shadow at different times of the day. A flat plate measuring 60 cm x 60 cm was positioned 50 cm to the east of the last module in the array. The second shade obstruction is a 4" diameter PVC pipe attached at the bottom right corner of another module in the array. The cylindrical obstruction extends above the bottom edge of the module by 35 cm. The layout of the shade obstructions is shown in Fig. 6 .
Examples of the shadows cast by the two shade obstructions can also be seen in Fig. 6 . The flat plate obstruction casts a rectangular shadow extending all the way across the module at its maximum extent. The cylindrical post casts a long, thin shadow that tracks across the module throughout the day. By monitoring the module voltages and recording the extent of the shadows , an estimate of the power lost due to shade and therefore the shade impact factor can be determined. The results for both the pole and the flat plate obstruction over a 2-hour period beginning at 7:30 AM are shown in Fig. 7 . A comparison between experimental results from Test #2 and the simulation method described here are shown in Fig. 9 . This plot shows the relative reduction in power of a single module as shadow crosses it over one day. The simulation input is the site survey details shown in Fig. 8 .
The particular module being monitored is the last module in the array, visible to the right of Fig. 6 . Shade from the flat plate shade obstruction covers most of the module early in the moming, reducing power output between 7 and 10 AM. Shade from the pole obstruction is apparent on this module by 3 PM. Partial shading of PV installations has a disproportionate impact on power production. For a single-string grid-tied PV system, a shadow can represent a reduction in power over 30 times its physical size. In order to accurately predict the power lost due to shaded conditions, it is necessary to identify the bypass diode placement in the Some timing differences are visible between the experiment and simulation data. This discrepancy may partly be due to the low spatial resolution of the simulation -using on average one PV datapoint per cell -and partially due to the shade obstructions being so close to the array. The close shade obstructions result in much greater spatial error when the shade coordinates are translated to other PV locations. A more typical shade condition would have greater distance to the shade obstructions, which would likely translate to greater accuracy in the simulation. (3) A numerical simulation can be conducted where the shade present on the array is calculated for each time of day throughout the year. Depending on the spatial resolution desired in the simulation, the j coordinates for the photovoltaic system may be chosen to match the vertices of each module, the vertices of each cell in each module, or any other value, limited only by the processor memory and speed. The 1/1I ,i and (JI,i apparent shade vertices are calculated for each PV coordinate and compared with the sun's position at each time of day, providing a picture of shade on the PV system. For a single grid-tied PV string, the relative string power and shade impact factor of Fig. 4 At any given pointj on the PV array, the azimuth 1/11,1 and elevation (JI,i of the surrounding shading obstructions are known.
This provides a useful estimate of shade conditions at a given PV point and time of day if the solar azimuth 1/1sun and elevation (Jsun are known. By comparing (Jsun with (JI,1 at a given azimuth, where i is chosen such that 1/11,1 =1/1sun' shade will be present at array vertex j if Future work on this project includes investigating the impact of shade on thin film modules, and their shade tolerance relative to crystalline silicon modules . Parallelstring PV systems will also be investigated and compared with the single-string results presented here.
